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Hootsuite Competitive Analysis: Social Listening 

How to Create a Dashboard for Your Competitive Analysis  

1. Click the tab to name it the competitor that you will analyze. Click the + sign to create and 
name a new tab. 

2. Click the +Add Stream button under the tabs. This is how you create streams 


 

 







3. Click on the Search Tab next to Stream 

4. This is the box where you enter a search query to build a stream that searches tweets, 
Facebook posts, Instagram posts, etc. Notice your Twitter profile is at the top because this is 
your data source. You will enter the query in the “Enter Search Query” field 


 







Let’s cover search queries for a moment and what they mean  

Twitter search queries and filters 

The examples we covered in class are below as well as new search queries we did not cover in 
class. 


Here are new things to try that we did not cover today: 

You can combine queries and filters by using spaces, which act like AND, so each stream 
results in tweets/posts that contain ALL of these qualifiers. Do not ever use commas to 
separate queries or filters only spaces.  


The stream will result in tweets that are in French and mention pizza and have at least 5 
retweets and have at least 10 likes and contain an image. 

You can add filters to the end of your search queries to narrow your results. For example, you 
can filter for tweets that have videos. Filter examples are below. 

The Twitter search field supports up to 1,000 characters, but avoid using more than 10 
keywords, hashtags, and filters. 


How far in the past can Hootsuite search tweets? 

Twitter indexes their search based on how popular the search term. Hootsite could return 
tweets anywhere between 6-9 days in the past. Not all tweets will be indexed or made 
available via the search interface.




Here are the available queries and filters you can use to search tweets. 

 

 


 

 



 

 




 

 

 

Okay let’s to do some searches on Twitter now. Let’s say I am looking into Nikon as my first 
competitor. I do not want to compare Canon (boring they probably copy each other). I do a 
Google search for - “nikon threatened by camera company 2019”. I find Fujifilm. 

I then search Twitter to make sure they have a large enough digital footprint. They do! So I go 
with them as the second competitor for the analysis of social media strategies. I am looking 
forward to seeing what a company is doing for their social strategy headquartered in Tokyo vs. 

US! 




Nikon has many communication channels (profiles) on Twitter. The more data, the more 
interesting the search results in Twitter. 


Searching on Nikon in the top search bar on Twitter and then clicking on “people” - which also 
means company, I find the following profiles or channels. Twitter searches bios for Nikon too. 
This is how you find the brand ambassadors or influencers. 


Nikon Twitter Communication Channels (Profiles)  

@NikonUSA (Official USA Page) @NikonNews @NikonUSASupport @Nikonians (Nikon 
Community) @NikonAsia @FestivalNikon (Nikon Film Festival) @NikonSA (Nikon South Africa) 
@tabascokid (Nikon ambassador, Leon Neal) 


I click on these profiles to read through some of the tweets and collect interesting hashtags 
and try to find campaigns. I may create a Hootsuite campaign search stream using the 
hashtag. I also pull hashtags from Twitter bios. Here are some: #NikonFilmFestival 
#hikingadventures #Nikon100. I am going to build some Hootsuite streams to see what the 
conversation is around these hashtags or topics. 


 







Here is how I would create streams to find the answers to questions for the homework. 

1. I want to see what the Nikon Community is sending out. So, my query is from:nikonians 
Notice I dropped the @ in front of the profile name, always drop the @ except if you are looking 
for mentions of a person, product, company, etc. I click save changes. 


I come up with nothing in my stream! So, I click on the 3 dots on the stream itself and choose 
Preferences to adjust my query. from:something means tweets sent by the brand. to:something 
means tweets sent to the channel from customers. 







This time I adjust my query by adding a space between from: and nikonians. from: nikonians 
works and creates a stream of tweet results. If all else fails try a space! Check out the stream 
below. Notice the query at the top of the stream and always click and investigate things like I 
circled in Red below. 




 


What other streams can I create?  

a. All the tweets sent from Nikon USA with a video. from:nikonusa filter:videos 

b. If you click the three buttons at top right you can delete streams. 


Always click on add stream in the top left of the dashboard to create streams as 
described above. If a query does not pull something up, try something different. 




 

You can also move a stream column if you put your mouse over it and when you see the 4 
arrow icon, move the column/stream to reorder your dashboard. 







More streams to try and you can only add 10 streams per tab  

• Nikon imagery from:nikonusa filter:images  

• Unhappy Nikon customers to:nikonusasupport:) “Okay, the  
happy face pulled up angry customers” Not always accurate.  

• I also tried the unhappy face and that pulled up a lot more complaints and unhappy 
customers in another stream to:nikonusa:(  

• Happy Nikon customers to:nikonusa love  

• Tweet linking to Instagram from a brand ambassador  
from:tabascokid Instagram.com (this is using Twitter as a data  
source)  

• Campaigns and Events #NikonFilmFestival  

• Socioeconomic or Cultural Values to:NikonAsia  

• Don’t forget to click on the people who tweet to find out more  
about them in Hootsuite. Note the pop up box below. There is a lot of information about 
customers without having to leave the app.  






• Mentions of an ambassador @tabascokid  

• Customers asking questions to:nikonusa ?  

• Containing posts with links from: nikonians filter:links So strange that the nikonians 
channel needs a space between from: and nikonians when the other profiles do not.  

• Fujifilm hashtag (campaing or conversation topic) coming to Twitter from Facebook 
#fujifilm source:facebook 


